PORTASOL Soldering Tools

TORCH 820
A high power butane torch with massive 2,797 BTU/hr flame power, extra strong welded stainless steel head built to protect the burner. Made with butane compatible plastics and ultrasonically welded tank – prevents gas leaking. Adjustable flame length up to 4-1/2”. 45 mins continuous use at mid-setting. Flame temperature: 1350°C. All-in-one on/off ignition switch.

GAS TORCH 220
Features: • Powerful robust flame • Temps to 1350°C • Portable and self-igniting • Ready Instantly • From 50 to 220 watts of power • Ergonomic handle grip • Flame adjustment button • All-in-one on-off piezo ignition • Self-venting refill valve • Child resistant safety lock • 40 minute run time • 10 second refill time • Detachable safety stand • Refill with butane gas

WELLER® Soldering Equipment

8 PIECE HEAVY-DUTY SOLDERING KIT
Contains DS50CSA soldering gun with tin plated heavy copper tip, 1 sealing tip, 1 cutting tip, flux brush, soldering aid tool, coil of lead free solder and sturdy plastic carrying case, 260/200 watt, 120 volt. Part No. DS50PK.

UNIVERSAL SOLDERING GUN KIT
• All purpose gun, 120V • Dual heat gun produces 140 or 100 watts with pistol grip design • Fingertip trigger selects high (1st trigger position) • Or low output (2nd trigger position), ready to use in 6 seconds. • High efficiency, tin-plated copper tip • Light illuminates work • Instructions included • UL and cUL listed • Contains 8200 soldering gun, 1 each soldering, smoothing and cutting tip • Also contains a coil of lead free solder Part No. 8200PKS.

HEAVY-DUTY SOLDERING GUN
Highest output gun with 2-position trigger selection of dual heats. Heavy gauge, high efficiency, tin plated copper tip arrives at selected temperature in 6 seconds. Pistol-grip design with twin lights to illuminate work. 260/200 watt, 120 volt. Part No. DS50CSA.

PORTASOL® PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS REFILLABLE BUTANE GAS POWERED SOLDERING IRON KIT
Includes: PSI-100C soldering iron, 2 chisel tips, hot blower tip, hot knife tip, cleaning sponge, safety stand and rugged storage case, 125 watt. Part No. PSI-100K.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE LED SOLDERING IRONS
Weller® high performance consumer soldering irons deliver comfort and flexibility. A round, soft grip, non-slip handle design helps relax the hand during extended use. The round handle easily provides a mechanism to roll and position the tip for application needs. A triangular front housing captures the LEDs. Once the tip position is determined, the hand naturally gravitates to the triangular area providing a more stable and effective way to control the tip position. To ensure long-life, Weller® Soldering Irons come with a high-performance stainless steel heater, impact resistant housing, and temperature resistant LEDs.

STAINED GLASS IRON
Can tackle the most intricate seams and repair old ones. Includes SP80LCSA iron, 2 pre-tinned (1/4” and 3/8”) tips of iron plated copper and soldering iron rest. 80 watt, 120 volt. Part No. SP80LCSA.